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To ciQHQO ETCLXELQEL 111 ~EtJOOOf\.O~'LXrl TLQOO[y·yLDll 111; OLXOVO~HXrl; EJtu:nr)~tll; OtllV
p.ETo.n:oA.E~Lxr) Do/\.wvLa. OL ~ETCXOX11PCXtLo~.to( t11; oLxovop.Lxr1; E~Lcrtr)pn;
cxvai\.1,ovtaL w; n:oo; o"l1o bLaot6.oEL; : a) Tun· c;wy£V(t)V EJtLOlJCxCTEW'\'. n;rc) TllV
oJ). O.'','rl TOll XOLV(J)VLXO-OLXOVO~LX.Ol1 01.1CTT'rl~Cno; ~ETcJ. TO 1949, P,f Tll\' fVTC1'.;11 Tll;
n OAUJVLo.; (JT11V CTC()O.LQO. EJtLQQOrl; 111; EI2:~ X.O.l T11V cyxatc'tOtO.Olj T11; X.(__)CI.TLY.il;
LOLOX.TllOLa; X.CU TOll XEVTQLXOl' JtQOYQO.~.lp.O.TLOp.01J. (")) 1(J)\' EOOHEQLX.Ul'\'
n:ooobLOQLCJ~(t)V, C'>11A.cxon To11 J1EQLEXo~cvo1., Tll; LbLa; 111; oLx.ovo~uxr1; r::;n.on1~t11;
Jt01.l EJt11QEUOT11X.f an:6 111\' 'X.UQLO.QXTJ LbEOAOyLO. 1TJ; JtEQLC)bou.
0 ouyyQO.C()EO.~ bLO.XQLVEL 1QEL; f)O.OLX.E; TcXOEL; OTT]\' O.VUJtT1);·n TT]; OLXOVO~LXll;
EJtLOT'fl~ 11;. CT1lVEXTLP,tt)VTa; TT]\' OXE011 TOll; ~[ TL; O.rt6\j)£L; XO.L TT]\' JtOl\.L TLX.ll T01 1
Kc'>~p,aTo;. xaL TYJ bEXTLX.6TT]tc'x T011; or HHuQT]tLx£; ErtLQQo£; cxn(> TlJ h1ltLXil
oLx.ovo~uX.iJ ox.f:'tjlTJ. 2:£ x6.Hr tcxon E;cni~EL 111v cpL"-.ooocpLXil fkt0111TJ;. tou; oT()ZOll;
x.o.L rrgocrcxvc.noALO!lOll; 1TJ;. TO. rrgo0A.r1~.tO.tCJ. IT01' XELQL~ETO.L, TL; ~tEH6ho1l; x.nt
EQEllVTJTLX.E; oLo.bLx.o.o(c;. to. EJtLCTTTJ~tovLx.6 cxrroTEAEO~l(ncx.. xo.L T.L; EJTLnt<ilOFt; TTJ;
OTT]\' OLX.OVO~LX.iJ JtOALTLX.rl TT]; X(l)QCX;.
H boy!laTLXrl - arroA.oyT]1LXrl Tcion cxva.cptgrTcu OTTJV ErtL011~Hl Lc'wo/\.oytu t01'
Ko~!l011VLOtLxo1' K6~p,aTo; xo.L acpogo11or rtEQLOoc1TEQO TTJV XQLTLxr·l TTJ;
X.O.JtLLO.f\.LOTLXrl; OLX.OVO~tLcx; XO.l AlY01EQO TT]\' X.O.TCXV6T]CTT] 1T]; AELTOll[rytn; T11;
OLX.OVO~La; Xtt.TW arr6 ·n; VEE; CTllVBr)xE;. H TcXOT] cnnn £J[,LX.QcXT110E OTO c)Lc'tOTlHlCX
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TOl, XO.l tT]; fiEt\.TLWCTrl; TOU. E~-tcpcxv(~E10.l cno JtAO.LCTLO C()LAEAE11HEQOITOt.T]OT]; 101'
JtOALTLXOll X0.8EOTCtHO; TO 1955-56 XO.L 01Yl bEX.O.ETLO. T011 1970, !lE TT]\' ELOO.yo.ryi1
~UTLXcJ)V otxovop,tx.wv avtLf\.rll!lEWV. H Taon 0.1.ltrl ilTav y6vLP,11 Of BE(I)QllTLxf·; x.aL
Ep,rtELQLx£; ~EAETE;, bLciyvwon;~ rtQ6pAE'lJ'TJ; x.aL n:ooyga~~attop,ou, a/J-JJ. bcv ELXE
011~0.VTLXi) EJtLCQ0.011 01T]V O.VO.OLciQBQWOT] 101.1 OLX.OVOP,LX.Oll CT1l0Trl~O.TO; tT];
xwoa~.
H P,ETO.OXYJP,0.1LOTL'X.rl TcXOT]. OllVOEbEP,EV11 P,E T11V JtEJtOL8T]Oll YLO. JtOALTLX.rl
O.VO.CLciQ8QW011 10U OUOTi)~a1o;. EP,cpCXVLOTT]X.E OTO JtAO.LOLO TT]; OLXOVOP,LX.i);
XQLOY]~ XO.l JtOAL1LXil; O.VO.TUQO.Xll; 1Y]; CEX.O.ETLa; 1970 OE XlJXAOll; rtoi~LTLX.i];
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EJtLCJ1i}p,E~ xaL to b(xa.Lo, EVtD OL ~EAE1E; 1YJ~ avacp£QOVTO.L oto p,ovt£A.o tTJ; cxyoQci;,
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Ot11V OLXOVO~LXiJ OU~JLEQLcpOQcl XUL T11V UVQil:TU~fl. H UU~fiOYj Tllt; EJLlbQUOrlt; Tllt;
OT11V JLOALTlXrl OUVObEUETUl XUL aJt6 T11V aU~fiOYj TOU EJHOT1l~OVLX.OU XUQOUt; Tllt;,
XUL T11V Ct.1J~fiOYJ TOU EV(~LacpEQOVToc; '/LU ax.a6YJ~la·Cx.£c; OLX.OVO~LXEc; OJtOUbEc;.

Introduction

for renewal of economics generated by
the dramatic transformations of the
The present paper is devoted to method- economy and society in the 1970s. Also.
ological retlectton on the character and disputes of various economic schools
development of Polish economics as a and directions started to be considered
social s~ience in the postwar period. The in their methodological aspects. The
nature of the retlection is determined scope of methodological interest in ecoprimarily by how the two elements of nomics included mainly: ( 1) methodthis problem. viz. methodology a.nd eco- ological models of economics. (2)
nomics. are understood.
methodological characteristics of the
Basically, I assume that methodolog- chief trends in economics, and (3)
ical reflection or analysis should · he requirements for the restructuring of
based on the understanding of methodol- economics (cf. Blaug 1992, Pheby 1988,
ogy that has developed in the [)hiloso- Mair and NI iller 1991 ).
phy. or theory, of science. but taking
A fundamental question that has to
into consideration social aspects and be dealt with at this point is how to predeterminants of scientific activity. [ rely sent methodological problems of ecohere on the realistic systems approach as nomics. The answer depends on the conrepresented by Bunge ( 1983) a.nd on my cept of methodological analysis.
conception of a methodological model \Vithout discussing the various possible
of a scientific discipline (Chojnicki meta-methodological approaches. I shall
1991 ).
adopt the realistic systems approach.
In turn, I understand economics as a This means treating economics as a
social science whose core is the theory dynamic socio-cognitive subsystem. As
of the activity of and changes in the eco- any science. economics can be undernomic system (and not only its growth) stood as a concrete system which
in the real sense. However. it embraces embraces a distinct community of
not only knowledge, but also the ability researchers engaged in scientific activity
to analyse economic reality, explain and within a specific scientific field. The
predict economic phenomena, and pro- product of this activity is economic
vide theoretical and empirical founda- · knowledge. Society forms the surroundtions for economic policy.
ings of this system: there is interaction
In the last two decades. methodolog- between it and economics. This
ical problems have attracted closer approach allows an integration of variattention in West em economic thought, ous aspects of methodological analysis.
as well as in other social sciences. It Although it is close to the assumptions
manifested itself, not in methodologists of the philosophy of science with its
taking interest in economics, but rather focus on pragmatic and apragmatic
in methodological self-reflection of aspects of science (as a cognitive activieconomists. Its primary causes were the ty and as a conceptual system, respeccrisis of economic thought and demands tively), it also allows science to be treat125

ed as a mode of social activity as well as
its product shaped by the community of
researchers in a specific social environment under specific social and political
conditions. In this approach, science is
also a historical product undergoing constant changes.
Relying on these assumptions, I shall
discuss two issues significant from the
methodological point of view:
the character and determi( 1)
nants of the transformation of Polish
economics, and
(2)
methodological characteristics of the main trends in Polish economics.

1. The Character and Determinants
of the Transformation of Polish
Economics in the Postwar Period
The definition of the nature and factors
of change lies outside the traditional
methodological approach, but is crucial
for the understanding of Polish economics. This issue has to be considered in
two aspects: the scope and the content
of economics.
The scope determines what kinds of
issues economics is interested in. It is
defined by a set of questions - problems
it addresses.
The content, in turn, implies a choice
of a specific solution to a scientific problem, i.e. the contents of the answer, in
the form of a theory or its fragment, a
diagnosis, a forecast, etc.
These aspects have been influenced
by different factors and mechanisms.
The scope of economic inquiry, or the
problems it deals with, have been
strongly, if not crucially, affected by factors extraneous to science. Primarily,
there was the fundamental fact of a
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change of the socio-economic system
that took place after the war, and especially after 1949. It was a result of the
military and political control of Poland
by the USSR and the formation, after
successive mutations of 'people's
democracy', of a Communist regime in
Poland striving to make the country's
political and economic systems a copy
of the Soviet ones. With the introduction
of a command economy, central planning, state property and state-run enterprises, and the dominant role of the
Communist Party (PZPR, the Polish
United Workers' Party) in managing the
economy, economists were obliged to
shift their interests to those fields of
research. The creation of such an economic system was facilitated by the
tremendous damage the Polish economy
had suffered as a result of the Second
World War, the impoverishment of the
society, and the deprivation of Polish
owners of their medium-sized and big
enterprises by German and Soviet war
authorities. Also, societal opinion grew
more radical after the war, and the conviction spread that the heavy industry
should be nationalised. These views
found reflection in the conception of a
balanced, three-sector economic model
(private, co-operative and state-owned).
Some economists were inclined to admit
the necessity of nationalising industry
and introducing economic and spatial
planning. However, in 1949 this conception was rejected in favour of full nationalisation of the economy, collectivisation of farming, and the introduction of
central planning.
The radical changes in the economic
and political systems were accompanied
by strong political pressure to eliminate
so-called bourgeois economics, first
through fierce criticism, and then

through the elimination of economics as
a separate direction of academic education and sacking many university prof~ssors. Even Oskar Lange lectured, not
on economics, but statistics when he
came back from the USA. These developments forced scholars to change not
only the scope, but also the content of
their research. It was only after 1955
that a new internal and external political
situation brought liberalisation and a
return to studies under conditions of a
certain freedom of choice of topics and
less intensive indoctrination. However,
even with considerable political liberalisation, economics never stopped being
under political pressure and Party control. It manifested itself, first in the matter of economic reforms, then the transfonnation of the socio-economic system, and finally the influence of 'bourgeois economics', including Keynesian
economics.
The content of economic inquiry
was more affected by internal factors of
economics as a science, although one
can hardly regard as such the heavy dogmatic Marxist indoctrination with its
principle of partisan science that was
enforced in the years 1949-1954. It
should be emphasised, however, that the
Soviet type of Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy had never been fully accepted by
Polish academic economists; it was
propagated by Party institutions. Still, in
that period a serious internal factor
influencing the adoption of a given solution and its justification was the fact that
several economists had embraced the
principles of Marxist methodology. This
limited the empirical testing of hypotheses. There were various ways in which all
those factors influenced the results of
scientific activity. They could activate
certain theoretical preferences, or act as

filters eliminating certain solutions.
These factors and mechanisms that
were in operation in the years 19491955 severely limited the autonomous
model of development of economics as
defined by its internal principles and
cognitive values. Thus, further changes
in economics and its development can
be treated as the elimination of external
factors limiting both the scope and subject matter of this science. This does not
mean, of course, that they succeeding in
resisting their influence.
2. Methodological Characteristics of
the !\'lain Trends in Polish Economics

While the fundamental changes that have
taken place in Polish economics depended heavily on changes· and shifts in the
Party activity and policy, especially in
the way it wielded power, it is hard to
distinguish the turning points of these
changes precisely, at least when the
Communists were in power ( 19451989). Hence, in place of such a periodisation I propose distinguishing and considering the main trends in the development of Polish economics.
The main criteria of this division are:
( 1) the attitude towards the economic
conceptions and policies of the Party
and government, and (2) the openness to
concepts of economic sciences, including West ern economic thought.
On this basis I distinguish three principal trends in Polish postwar economics:
(1) a dogmatic-apologetic trend,
(2) an analytical trend, and
(3) a transformational trend.
This division is a mere methodological hypothesis constructed to account
for and gain an understanding of Polish
economic thought.
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The methodological characterisation
of the trends will not be homogeneous
and complete, because in each of them
socio-cognitive aspects under analysis
vary in importance. The aspects include:
(1) the philosophical foundations of
inquiry,
(2) goals and functions,
. (3) problems,
(4) methods of the research procedure,
(5) the nature of results, and
(6) the impact on economic policy.

2.1. The dogmatic-apoiogetic trend

This trend represented an economic doctrine based on so-called MarxismLeninism as an official ideology of the
Communist Party. It concerned the
prophetic and primitive version of
Marxism-Leninism, with its claims
about the inexorable laws of history and
progress, and about the special role and
rights of the Communist Party which
ensured it a monopoly of tripartite
power: politicaL economic and ideoiogical. The methodological characteristics
of this trend can be briefly presented as
follows:
1. Marxism-Leninism was both the
foundation and a component of the dogmatic-apologetic trend. Its general
schemata, however, did not provide firm
theoretical ground for the construction
of the theory of socialist economics.
They served as ideological assumptions
on the basis of which the economic system was being transformed, and targets
and strategies were defined. Their influence was most manifest in the conception of the dominance of the heavy
industry over all the rest, and in the
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compulsory collectivisation of farming.
They were used to justify and popularise
economic and planning activities of the
Party authorities. Marxism-Leninism,
however, had never won full approval of
either the academic circles or some economic activists, because it led to the
sovietisation of the economy and was
blatantly incompatible with the principles of management acquired fron1 neoclassical economics. The adoption of
Marxism as the philosophical basis was
ideological in nature, not analytical. It
was not reflected in deep Marxist studies
of economic phenomena and processes,
which was the case in, e.g .. economic
history (cf. Topolski 1983: 95-101 ).
2. One of the chief aims of this trend
was ·a struggle with bourgeois economics', which consisted mainly· in the criticism of capitalist economics as being
incapable of overcoming the fundamental contradictions inherent in it. They
were considered, not in terms of actual
facts, but rather in terms of MarxistLeninist ideology. To some extent, this
matter was reduced to disputes about
doctrinal 'purity' and embraced the criticism of concepts. defined as revisionism, which departed from the official
Party interpretation. Attempts to draw
on Western Marxist thought were also
qualified as revisionist and condemned
by the Party. This was accompanied by
the liquidation of scientific economic
journals. Positive aims, in turn. inciuded
the description of changes in the sectoral
structure and development of the economy as well as justification and glorification of the new policy and benefits
deriving from the new economic system.
3. The choice of problems taken up
by this trend followed from doctrinal
assumptions rather than the desire to
understand the functioning of the econo-

my under the new systemic conditions.
Hence chief interest was focused on the
concepts of the material production base
and production relations, forms of property, the character of the commodity
system, and the operation of economic
laws, especially the law of value. Issues
that showed any closer connection ';Vith
economic practice involved the planning
of national income and the organisation
of labour.
4. The methodology of research procedure referred to the categories of
dialectics and historical materialism and
employed the principles of Marxian
abstraction, but the actual practice was
speculative and eristic in nature. Marxist
ideology pervaded (or at least was supposed to pervade) the whole of the
research procedure: from the choice of
subjects well within the Marxist-Leninist
doctrine, through the selection of factual
material, to the interpretation of results.
This was accompanied by susceptibility
to political arguments put forward in the
course of successive modifications of the
directions of transformation of the economic system. In place of proper theoretical reflection. there was pointless
theorising and comments on the socalled Marxist classics. with the obligatory Stalin among them. At the same
time, the cutting off of economics from
empirical data as a result of information
blockade, an extended understanding of
official secrets and the fabrication of
facts, limited empirical studies and made
it impossible to justify and test hypotheses, build forecasts, and make planning
more realistic.
5. Research results assumed the form
of theoretical reflections of a macroeconomic nature, containing a mixture of
descriptive and postulative elements.
They practically disregarded specifically

Polish conditions. They can hardly be
regarded as original. It is usually
stressed, however, that the first manual
of the political economy of socialism
prepared by Brus and Pohorille was published in Poland (1951). It should also be
emphasised that the high scientific culture of many university economists
derived from their study of neo-classical
economics made their works stand out
for their intellectual value among similar
works published especially in the USSR.
6. The impact of economic works
representing the dogmatic-apologetic
trend on planning and economic policy
could not be significant, naturally,
although in some discussions about economic planning and relations among the
various sectors of the economy they did
play a positive role, if only through a
lucid formulation of standpoints.
Practical activities in the field of systemic transformations and socio-economic policy relied, not on theoreticaleconomic grounds, but rather on the
Soviet practice and experiences. This
does not mean that the model of the
Polish economy was identical with the
Soviet one. even in the years of the socalled Stalinist regime. However, any
differences between them were due to
the fundamental differences in history
and culture.
The dogmatic-apologetic trend dominated Polish economics mainly in the
years 1945-1955. After 1955 it lost its
ideological offensiveness and became a
guardian of the socialist character of the
economy, especially central planning
and state property. Even so, this trend
kept intensifying in later years too,
although in a different form, especially
in periods of political crisis ( 1970,
1980/81) when the Communist system
was felt to be confronted with threats,
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whether real or imaginary. It manifested
itself then in counter-reformatory
demands for reinforced central planning
and a reduction in private farming and
services, and in abandoning the analysis
of the real state of the economy.

2.2. The analytical trend

This trend embraces a wide range of economic conceptions which have become
tools for the understanding of how the
economic system existing in Poland
operates and how its performance can
be improved. Two intertwining approaches can be distinguished in this trend:
(1) critical-analytic and (2) constructiveanalytic. The first focuses on a critical
search for various theoretical concepts
and their use in the description and
understanding of mechanisms and
processes. The other approach, in turn,
shifts the focus onto economic policy
and the refonn of the system. Generally,
the first approach has been much more
successful than the other.
What enabled this trend to develop
wa<; the liberalisation in the activities of
the Party and state authorities that took
place in the years 1955-1956 and the
beginning of the 1970s. The trend was
created, on the one hand, by eminent
economists with experience of Western
economics and publications on it
(Lange, Kalecki), and on the other. by
economists of a younger generation who
succeeded in winning scholarships to the
USA, Great Britain anu France.
The methodological characteristics
of the analytical trend can be outlined as
follows.
1. In this trend, the assumptions of
Marxist philosophy no longer played a
decisive role in the interpretation of
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economic reality. While it was a fairly
common practice to refer to so-called
Marx's basic economic categories, it
mainly concerned the nature of the subject matter of economics rather than
analytical approaches. An example is
Lange, whose Political economy (1959)
makes liberal use of non-Marxist
thought to build theoretical foundations
of research on the so-called socialist
economy. Sometimes these assumptions
were treated as a kind of shield to fend
off criticism of the orthodox trend and
Pany ideologists. The analytical trend
staned to make wider use of concepts of
non- Marxist economics containing various components of neo-classical and
neo-Keynesian research programmes,
such as those concerning economic
rationality, the behaviour of economic
agents, etc. The different notional categories and analytical models, when used
e.g. in disputes about economic rationality, threw a new light on irregularities in
the operation of the economic system
(cf. { ukawer 1985). Besides, they broadened the research horizons and weakened the dogmatic conceptions by making them look obsolete. Use was also
made of the concepts of Marxist thought
developed in the West. Thus, the basic
manifestation of the analytical trend. as
well as its tool, was the introduction and
use of a language containing tenns of
non-Marxist economics.
2. The main goal of the analytical
trend was the building of a theory of a
planned economy accommodating effective mechanisms of its operation and
factors of economic growth. This task
was taken on as a result of a severe criticism, voiced at the 2nd Convention of
Economists in 1956, of the centralised
command model which developed in the
early 1950s following the economic fail-

ure of the six-year plan. Demands were
also made at the Convention to activ~te
economic tools and mechanisms by
allowing for the operation of the law of
value. making enterprises independent,
and introducing a decentralised model of
the economy. Several proposals and
projects of changes in this model were _
put forward which kept being revived at
many times in a variety of versions.
Before 1989. none of them led to any
fundamental reform of Poland's economic system. because the Party was
afraid to transform it into a market-oriented type of economy for fe:.lf it would
diminish its power. StilL the discussion
about the transformation of the economy and its state became an element of
economic inquiry. Researchers made
efforts to work out various theoretical
concepts and operational models of this
economy and factors of its development.
3. The analytical trend took up a
variety of issues which are rather hard to
systematise owing to their multi-faceted
character, especially the combination of
the cognitive aspects of attempts to
build a theory of socialist economy and
the normative aspects of economic policy and the transformation of the existing
socio-economic system. whose degeneration kept increasing despite attempts at
its amelioration. These aspects, however, are intertwined and cannot be dealt
with separately.
The research of the analytical trend
focused on four problem groups: the
modelling of the economic system, principles of economic activity. the operation of the economy, and economic
development.
(a) The modelling of the economic
system was the problem that came to the
fore in the years 1956-1959; later on, it
was given less and less prominence. The

starting-point was the demand to introduce a decentralised model put forward
in 1956. It provided a basis not only for
a discussion about the nature of this
model. but also about the nature of the
various institutional-organisational and
regulatory components and instruments
of the economic system. Their modifications at least made the system's operation more tlexible and improved its efficiency. This was a stimulus to reflection
on the principles and mechanisms of
economic activity.
Although these issues were taken up
at various points in time, especially at
the start of the 1980s, their analyses did
not lead to the transformation of the
economic system into a decentralised
market economy, mainly for political
reasons: the Party feared the loss of
power and a change in the political system.
(b) The interest in the principles of
economic activity manifested itseif priInarily in scholars taking up problems of
economic rationality. The first was
Lange (l959), who developed the conception of pra'<.eological rationality as
a basis of quantification of goals and
means of economic activity. It served to
work out economic calculus. its optimisation and conditions of application. The
question of rationality and its types
(macro- and micro-rationality) came
back in the 1980s providing a basis for
ret1ections ubout the ways of operation
and targets of the economy. Despite
their theoretical character, they challenged the principle of the centralised
management of the economy. A similar
case was reflections on issues concerning the law of value.
(c) The matter arousing the greatest
interest, however, was the question of
mechanisms of the economy. The issues
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investigated in this field included the role
and control of prices, measures of production and efficiency, the role of stimuli, the creation of large economic
organisations, the function and nature of
planning, the independence of enterprises, and the role of the market and consumption. The analyses of these topics
and the approaches adopted in the procedure were the subjects of disputes and
polemics. They were also a response to
negative phenomena observed in the
economy and its advancing degeneration.
(d) Economic growth and development supplied a complementary and
equally important set of problems to be
dealt with. The first to take them up was
Kalecki (1963), who considered the relationship between the rate of economic
growth and the efficiency of capital and
rate of investment. On this basis principles of the efficiency of investment were
worked out. Further issues included
changes in the economic structure,
growth rate, balance of investment
processes, trends in and fluctuation of
economic development, and the population's standards of living. A separate,
though related, group of problems
included regional development and the
location of economic activity. These
were dealt with mainly outside the mainstream of economics, as part of research
in economic geography and the development of the space economy. These studies supplied objective information about
the state of the economy, and showed
incorrect allocation of investments and
growing backwardness.
All these problems were taken up in
various periods of economic difficulties
and crises in Poland, as attempts at preventing them or in response to them.
Hence the involvement of reform efforts
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and economic policy in current matters.
4. A salient characteristic of this
trend is its interest in research methods
and the mathematical modelling of economic processes (cf. Czerwiri5ki 1982).
Mathematical economics proved to be
the least attractive. This was due to its
neo.:.classical assumptions, which were
not feasible in the Polish economy, a dislike of mathematical formalism felt by
economists influenced by Marxism, and
their poor knowledge of mathematics.
All this made the adaptation and development of mathematical economics
rather difficult. The translation of
Alien's (1961) work had no significant
influence, and thus a consistent mathematical theory of the behaviour patterns
and development of socialist economy
failed to be created.
What did arouse much interest were
econometric issues. The publication of
Lange 's Introduction to econometry in
1957 marked the opening of this field of
inquiry. Its scope was understood broadly as embracing not only regression
econometric models, but also cybernetic
models and operational methods. A survey of the domains in which econometry
was applied shows that this type of
research "focused on links of the national
economy, including input-output analysis, the analysis of production processes.
market analysis, and growth models.
These studies helped to make economic
analysis more empirical and stimulated
the demand for statistical data necessary
to estimate and test models.
Apart from econometric studies
proper, the research also concentrated
on decision theory and optimisation
methods, including programming and
game theory methods. This line of
inquiry contributed to the popularisation of Western economic thought.

However, its chief value lay in teaching
a certain style of thinking in decisionmaking, and certain solutions in the
practical sphere.
The use of mathematical modelling
of economic relationships and processes
provided scholars with research means
and tools that made economic analyses
more realistic, and that made diagnosing
and forecasting possible. They made the
results more objective and theoretical
analyses more concrete. They also
proved concepts and tools from outside
the stock of Marxist thought to be
extre.mely useful.
Mathematical modelling and econometric methods generated criticism that
was based on Marxist assumptions. It
charged them with attaching undue
importance to quantitative aspects of
economic life. an ahistorical character of
their models. and no connection with
reality (cf. "urawicki 196l ). It had no
major effect on the development of this
line of research, however, because
Marxism and ideological criticism
stopped being so intluential in Polish science.
5. Methodologically, the research
results of the analytical trend fall into
one of the five categories: ( 1) theoretical
studies, (2) empirical and diagnostic
studies. (3) forecasting studies. (4) planning studies, and (5) those concerning
economic policy.
The main achievement of the theoretical studies was the formulation of
macroeconomic assumptions and the
creation of the notional apparatus th.at
made it possible to examine the 'real'
nature and state of the economy. In particular, they allowed the detection of
institutional determinants and limited
efficiency of the performance and development of the socialist planned econo-

my, and the construction of models
enhancing its rationality. It was achieved
to a large extent by the use of the concepts of modern non- Marxist economics
and economic modelling. This opened
up a cognitive perspective to inquiry
and helped overcome the limitations
imposed by the closeness of Marxist
conceptions. Because of their ideological functions, these conceptions had to
protect the system and justify its rationality. And while a consistent theory of
a planned socialist economy had never
been constructed, progress was made in
the understanding of the nature of economic activity.
Empirical studies, mostly of econometric and statistical character, provided
an insight into some economic regularities inherent in a planned economy.
They primarily concerned macroeconomic quantities and relationships
involved in development, such as investment, growth, consumption, prices and
wages, etc., as well as factors of recession. At the same time empirical studies
also played an important informative
and diagnostic role, because they ascertained the actual economic situation,
which was of prime importance in the
conditions of censorship and the tendency to embellish the official picture of the
economy. A considerable part of those
studies was devoted to the spatial structure of economic activity, especially the
location of industry and the country's
regional structure, as well as factors of
development of individual regions.
Carried out in a broad geographical,
demographic, sociological and townplanning context, they were interdisciplinary in nature.
Studies in the field of economic forecasting were of three types: (1) they concerned forecasting methods and their
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usefulness for planning, (2) they drew up
forecasts of economic phenomena and
prepared scenarios of development, and
(3) they focused on global processes of
socio-economic and ecological change,
with reference to reports of the Club of
Rome, among other sources. Although
they staned late, these studies became
an element of international co-operation and comparative analyses, which
contributed to the opening of Polish
economics to world issues.
Studies concerning economic planning concentrated on the improvement
of old, and the introduction of new, programming and balancing techniques as
well as co-ordination of plans of economic development, also in a spatial and
a regional approach. They did not
improve the effectiveness of the decision-making process or the economic
policy, however, mainly owing to the
resistance of the centralised command
system. What they did achieve was a
mounting criticism of the system and the
growing conviction that it had to be
transformed.
6. In spite of a considerable degree of
pragmaticism of the theoretical-economic studies and their connection with
Poland's political and social actualities,
they had no significant influence on the
restructuring of the country's economic
system. This \vas not due to their cognitive and practical functions, which is
almost a truism. It was due to the conviction that these studies were conducive to reforms of the economic system that could change the political system as well, and hence their consequences were seen as politically dangerous. They limited the possibilities of the
play with the system. Also, the inability
to make proper use of economic knowledge was of some significance.
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2.3. The transformational trend

The transformational trend developed as
a result of a growing conviction that the
economy was unreformable and economic progress impossible under the
existing political conditions. Other factors were the reappearance of economic
crises and the growing political unrest of
the late 1970s. Hence programmes of
the reconstruction of the economic system combined with the restructuring of
the political system that appeared in the
political opposition circles.
At the same time, also Party and
government officials started to promote
programmes of a reform of the economic system, especially in the late 1980s, to
stop the economy from becoming more
and fDOre ineffectual, or even from collapsing, and to weaken the political
opposition. These programmes provided for the socialisation of planning, the
independence of enterprises, and an
increased role of the market in a multisectoral economy and equal rights of
various forms of property. In each of
their many variants, the programmes
aimed at restricting central planning to a
degree, and introducing some mechanisms of market allocation. What they
were not intended to do was change the
economic system into a free-market
one. They were never put into practice.
however, because of vacillations of the
authorities and the political event of
1989. They opened up the possibility of
restructuring the economic system and
making it into a market one. Concepts
and programmes of the restructuring,
ways of its implementation and factors
determining it are the interests of the
transformational
trend.
Processes
involved in it faced economists with
completely new problems and goals

resulting from the character and rules of
a market economy and ways of transi. tion to it. There were differences of
opinion on this matter as well as a variety of orientations concerning the programme and ways of the transformation.
In agreement with the assumptions
adopted. I shall restrict the characterisation of the transformational trend to its
methodological aspects.
1. The philosophical foundations of
the trend are not homogeneous and
unequivocal. Its 'natural' ideological
basis was economic and political liberalism as a doctrine of market support
opposing the social-democratic and
rvtarxist ideologies. However, the disputes about the direction of the transformation started to refer to the main doctrines occurring in Westem economic
monetarism
and
thought.
with
Keynesian economics treated as the
principal opposing standpoints (cf.
Wilczyn'ski 1991 ). This opposition
became the main basis for identifying
the nature and ways of the transformation. It was used to evaluate the
Balcerowicz Plan by ascribing it a neoliberal and monetaristic character, which
may have been true in relation to only
some of its elements (Wojtyna 1995). It
is also debatable whether these standpoints exhaust the doctrines in question,
and whether it is at all possible to use
\Vest em economic doctrines to understand the Polish transformation.
2. In this trend, practical goals dominate over cognitive ones in its research
activity. Priority was given to preparing
the programme of reforms and restructuring the economy, and to their justification and criticism. Particularly important was the discussion about the
Balcerowicz Plan and its modifications
and counter-proposals. The implemen-

tation of this plan and economic
reforms, however, has generated many
problems whose identification has
become a crucial condition of a successful and effective transformation of the
Polish economy. Thus, research activity
is subordinated to the task of restructuring the economic system. Studies are
supposed to analyse the conditions in
which the transformation is to take
place, identify barriers and obstacles,
monitor the range of change and the
state of the economy, and evaluate beneficial and adverse effects of the process.
3. In the inquiry of the transformational trend, general economic issues
predominate over microeconomic ones,
and application-oriented over cognitive
ones.
There are two groups of general economic issues. One deals primarily with
the transformation of the economic system and the factors and conditions of its
development in a holistic approach
which takes into consideration the interrelations among its various components
and among the processes of systemic
change. The other group includes issues
referring to such components of the system and their operation as: the character
and factors of inflation, ways and means
of privatisatjon, instruments of industrial and agricultural as well as fiscal and
monetary policies, etc. General problems are especially difficult to deal with,
because there are no suitable theories in
Western economic thought to provide a
standard of solution, and the very
process of transformation is unique.
Thus, the Polish experience may provide
a basis for the building of a general
transformation theory.
Microeconomic problems attracted
less attention initially, but with the
advance of the transformation they gain
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in importance. They reflect the point of
view of individual economic agents,
especially enterprises and their performance on the market, as well as regional subsystems of the economy and conditions of their development and
restructuring. In this field it is possible to
make wider use of the concepts of
Western economic thought.
These studies also supply reasons
and arguments for the reform policy.
However, the fast rate of change in the
economy make a Jot of solutions lose
their relevance rapidly.
4. The methodology of economic
research has not changed in any fundamental way, because studies of the analytical trend, especially empirical ones,
were carried out at a high methodological level and generally obeyed the principle of scientific objectivism. Less
attention was devoted to econometric
methods and modelling; instead, the
focus shifted to co-operation with other
social sciences, mainly sociology and
law. What ha(\ changed radically since
the 1989 events is the socio-cognitive
and political context of economic
inquiry. They mark the end of pressure
exerted by government and Party officials, also through censorship, now abolished. to avoid topics and suppress
results that would expose the ineffectual
economic system, bad economic policy
and inefficiency of those in power, disclaim the benefits of economic co-operation with the USSR and the other socalled socialist states, prove the capitalist economy to be more efficient, etc.
5. The concentration of interest on
transformational and macroeconomic
issues has been reflected in research
results. They mainly concern: (1) the
nature of a market model of the economic system, variants of the pro-
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gramme of its implementation and operation, as wel1 as its determinants and
social consequences; (2) diagnoses and
forecasts of the behaviour and relationships of macroeconomic components of
the economy: consumption, investment,
national income, export, inflation,
unemployment, etc.; and (3) programmes and forecasts of trajectories of
economic development. These results
are often presented in the form of several variants, and are evaluated and considered in the conditions or sharp
polemics and challenging their relevance
or usefulness. Hence, basic forms of
their presentation are sketches and
essays, which do not always meet the
rigour of scientific argumentation.
Three issues have provoked particularly heated disputes: ( 1) variants of
implementation of the transformation
programmes, which have crystallised
into two standpoints - of advocates of
radical change (and a shock therapy) and
proponents of a gradual transformation
of the economy (and a gradual therapy)
(\Vilczyanski 1995 ); (2) the continuity or
discontinuity of change, and so an evolutionary or revolutionary transition from
reformatory
to
transformational
thought; and (3) original or borrowed
conceptions and ways of instituting system transformation. Without going into
the details of these standpoints and their
arguments. let me point out that they
have a distinct political context. and that
at least the first two depend on the political situation of the opponents, although
they are not its simple consequence.
6. The impact of economic thought
on economic policy has increased considerably. In fact, it is now its integral
component. It has also strengthened its
influence on society. The rather hermetic and closed scientific discussions arf

presented in the media and addressed to
larger groups of viewers. This means the
extension of the functions of economics
to social education, which is also significant because of the fact that in none of
the social sciences is research activity so
implicated in social practice, and its
effects felt so immediately, as in economics. An indirect effect is that the
prestige of economics has gone up considerably, as indicated. among other
things, by increased interest in academic
economic studies.
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